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HOW TO DITCH THE PITCH
For the longest time, entrepreneurs and salespeople have relied on their trusty ‘sales pitch’
to persuade prospective customers to buy their product or service. Traditionally a sales
pitch - or presentation - has played a key role in educating prospects about a company
and the features and benefits of what's on offer. Only, with the rise of the internet and
customers who are now more sophisticated and informed than ever before, the time has
come to officially ‘ditch the pitch.’

AUTHENTICITY IN SALES
Traditional pitches and presentations take the form of a pre-written, pre-rehearsed
‘speech’ that salespeople deliver to prospects, again with the purpose of explaining
relevant features and benefits that differentiating factors that make that company and
their deliverables stand out from their competition. Trouble is, an overly polished and
smooth presentation in today’s era where ‘too smooth’ has become unconsciously
associated with a lack of trustworthiness and ‘getting sold’ - can greatly undermine
your efforts no matter how honest you really are.
So how do you ditch the pitch and present so you sound authentic?

THE KEY ELEMENTS
To start with, pay attention to nuances inside of these three key elements when
presenting your offer:

1. Content:
Avoid rambling through every feature and benefit you can think of. Sure, it’s
important for these prospects to know more about your business, but as previously
mentioned, they may know all about it already. Data from Statista shows that as
of 2021, more than 4 billion people worldwide are active internet users. We can
therefore safely presume that the leads you’ve gathered have, to some degree,
researched your business.
A recommendation? Spend just 15% of your meeting time presenting. Not 50%
like other salespeople do. Because the more you say, the more you give them
something to think about, which is far more likely to result in a concern or objection
they otherwise wouldn’t have.
Your presentation should simply be a statement you customize to your prospect
depending on the exact nature of the challenges and problems that matter most
to them, which they told you about in discovery. All you do is briefly explain how
your solution can solve these particular issues that are affecting them. This way,
you can keep their fully attention with a presentation that’s focused, clear,
and on-point.
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2. Connection
Remember too, your sales pitch should not be entirely about you. You are there
to find out if you can even help your prospect in the first place. Make sure you’re
listening intently and not just thinking what to say next. By doing this, you show
you sincere regard for them.
Also, before you go ahead and tell them - make sure you first ask permission to
share what you have that might help. Then, make sure to keep regular eye contact
but at the same time, don’t stare in a way that might seem creepy either!
Your presentation should simply be a statement you customize to your prospect
depending on the exact nature of the challenges and problems that matter most
to them, which they told you about in discovery. All you do is briefly explain how
your solution can solve these particular issues that are affecting them. This way,
you can keep their fully attention with a presentation that’s focused, clear,
and on-point.
Here’s another tip, stay curious - and check for their agreement using
these NEPQ questions:
1. Does that make sense?
2. Are you with me?
3. Are we on the same page?
4. What are your thoughts on this?
5. How do you see that helping you the most?
6. Any questions on that?
Of all the questions mentioned above, this one is key: “Does this process sound
like it could be the answer for you?”

3. Cadence
This last element often gets overlooked outside of NEPQ but it can make all
the difference.
As a salesperson, you have to bear in mind that your ‘pitch’ isn’t just about
what you say to your prospects but also how you say it. In this new era of
selling, being overly confident can do more harm than good. Because if you
come across as salesy, your customers are likely to think you’re just reading
from a script - which is not the goal you’re after!
For these reasons, practice not sounding robotic. Instead aim to have your
presentation sound ‘almost’ like you’re going through it for the first time.
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A presentation that’s ‘polished’ NEPQ style should include a motley mix of:
1. Random and thoughtful pauses
2. The odd stutter
3. Looking up like you’re thinking
4. Taking notes
5. Genuine curiosity

TRY IT TO BELIEVE IT
Now go test all this out and measure how effective these elements are when
applied to your presentation and sales calls.
Did you see any changes in your conversion rate after changing the way you
communicate with your prospects?
Let me know how ‘ditching the pitch’ goes for you!
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Transform Your Sales Team,
Increase Revenue and Consistently
Hit Quotas with 7th Level
It’s time to consistently predict and exceed revenue goals. It’s
satisfaction and performance. It’s time to drop the Old Model of
Selling and embrace the New. Don’t let the competition pass you by.

BOOK YOUR DEMO NOW
Hiring an in-person sales trainer is costly and largely
and lasting results in your sales team’s performance.

Book a demo with one of our account executives
today to receive a personalized tour of our platform.

Book A Demo
https://7thlevelhq.com/book-demo/

